1. **Call to order** – Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez calls the meeting to order at 11:05 am

2. **Flag Salute** - Associate Justice Michael Palafox leads in the Flag Salute

3. **Roll Call**

   **Present:** Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez, Associate Justices: Eduardo de la Rosa, Tam Tran, Andrew Ballantyne, Gabriela Gutierrez, Victor Macias, Michael Palafox, Eduardo Juarez Mejia.

   **Late, Excused:** Associate Justice Michael Melindo excused.

   **Quorum:** 8/9

4. **Approval of Minutes** – There were no meeting and minutes on October 28th, 2014

5. **Communications**

   **Advisor’s Report:** ASCC Staff Daniel Gomez talks about the ASCC Leadership Conference application. The registration fee is $50.

   He advises to get and use the student email.

   Staff Daniel Gomez congratulates Alejandra Lopez, Eduardo de la Rosa, and Michael Melindo for being our delegates to attend the General Assembly.

   **Chief Justice’s Report:** Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez talks about wonderful Leadership Conference in Riverside last year with many helpful workshops and activities.

6. **Old Business**

   A) **Mass-emailing (5 min)**

   Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez moves to item 6A. No objection

   Eduardo de la Rosa asks where the lists come from. When knowing the lists are gotten from the clubs, he rejects mass mailing. Rosa believes that it is not fair for independent students. In addition, students already get the information on Facebook and other media.

   Michael Palafox thinks when joining clubs, student can get more supports. From the campaigners’ side, it is a benefit. However, from the outsider, it is drawback because there will be some problems with updating and replying.

   Tam Tran thinks allowing mass emailing should be limited. If there are so many mass emails in a month, people will assume those emails as spam.

   Alejandra Lopez states that the amount of maximum and minimum will be specified for each election.

   Eduardo de la Rosa questions what if students get involved in multiple clubs. They will receive so many emails with the same content.

   **Voting:** 2 Ayes (Allowing mass-emailing), 5 Nays (Not allow), 1 Abstentions

   **Result:** Mass-emailing is disapproved.
B) ASCC Court Goals (5 min)
   1/ Start reviewing Election Guidelines to finalize them by presidential elections, Spring 2015.
   _Eduardo de la Rosa suggests to look over it, and to talk about it next week. No objection.

   2/ Establish a better communication with Cabinet, Senate and Clubs in regards to all ASCC matters.
   _Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez advises Courts to attend Cabinet and Senate meeting if possible and make more communication with other parts.

   3/ Getting familiar with ASCC Blue Book.
   _Dr. Gilbert Contreras and Staff Daniel Gomez emphasize getting familiar with ASCC Blue Book is Court’s duty.
   _There is online version of Blue Book.

C) Integrity Policy Committee (5 min)
   _Court does not have specific detail yet.

8. New Business
A) Library Guidelines (5 min)
   _Approved by Eduardo de la Rosa. Seconded by Andrew Ballantyne. No objection.
   _Eduardo de la Rosa suggests all Court members to bring the specific recommendation to the meeting and make the motions moving this item Library Guidelines to next week. Second approved by Michael Palafox. No objection.

B) Fall Awards Banquet Cancellation:
   _Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez opens discussion in 10 minutes.
   _Courts’ responsibility is examining the constitution and giving out final decision on this issue. Courts will check if cancelling the banquet awards violates the constitution or not. Courts will also consider the authority of each part.
   _Eduardo de la Rosa states Courts need time to review the problem and constitution. He makes a motion to move the decision to next week. Seconded by Gabriela Gutierrez. No objection.

6. Announcements:
   A. Awards Banquet Applications Available: Now
   B. Awards Banquet Applications Due: Nov. 10th @ Student Affairs office
   C. Leadership Applications Available: Due Nov 20th in Student Activities

7. Adjournment
   Chief Justice Alejandra Lopez adjourns the meeting at 12:04 am.